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James Herriot of “All Creatures
Great and Small” fame, wrote in his
children’s book, “Moses the Kitten”,
of his old black pre-war saloon
which, “heaterless and draughty as it was, seemed like a haven in an
uncharitable world…I gripped the wheel tightly with my woollengloved hands for a few a moments before opening the door.” A
perfect description of our more stalwart members’ winter motoring
experience? Perhaps, but most of us leave our beloved British
vehicles safely inside in the worst weather and tend to their needs
over the Winter while dreaming of the warm days ahead.

From the Editor

THE SPANNER: Editor, Les Foster,!
101- 210 11th St. New Westminster, B.C.
V3M 4C9!
oeccspanner@gmail.com!
Contributing Editor: Steve Diggins!
stevevdiggins@gmail.com!
OECC MAIL: The Old English Car Club
of B.C. Secretary Pat Miles, 15410 Kildare
Dr. Surrey B..C!
OECC Email:
oecclink@yahoo.com!
OECC WEBSITE:
www.oecc.ca!
CENTRAL ISLAND BRANCH
Chair: Catherine Gislason!
cath@island.net!
HIGH COUNTRY BRANCH:
Chair: Stephen Way!
sway@shaw.ca!
KOOTENAY BRANCH:
Chair: Cliﬀ Blakey!
cliﬀ@westernwireless.ca!

Wait no more! Spring is here and the motoring season is on! Our Club has many exciting
events taking place all over the province in the months ahead. The OECC Branches will
have a full slate of events that we can all share in. Brits Round B.C. is also on this year,
touring the province and touching on all of the Branches. Join it for the full tour or catch it
as it passes through your area. It’s a tremendous event and your participation at any level
is encouraged and welcomed. If nothing else, show up with your Brit car to cheer them on
as they pass through your region!
The Government of British Columbia and the Specialty
Vehicle Association of B.C. have partnered to recognize the
Collector-Vintage Car hobbyists of our province and their
contributions by proclaiming July 2014 and specifically, July
12th, as “Collector Car Appreciation Day and Month”. How
do you and your
Branch plan to
celebrate this honour?
As our Club begins its
second quarter
century, let’s focus on
getting out and
enjoying our cars and
the great people that go with them! It’s all about
sharing our experiences with others and making new
friends along the road. Happy motoring!

VANCOUVER COAST BRANCH:

The Spanner is pleased to announce the appointment
of long-time OECC member and pillar of the British
car hobby, Steve Diggins, to the post of Contributing
Editor. Steve brings with him a vast knowledge of the
history of British vehicles in B.C. and a passion for
researching that history. With Steve onboard, our
readers can look forward to more of his fascinating

Chair: Gerry Parkinson!

insights into some of the less well known aspects of

SOUTH ISLAND BRANCH:
Chair: Susan Chapple!
susanchapp@shaw.ca!

g.parkinson@eastlink.ca!

the British heritage in B.C. motoring.!
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At last the snow has ended (hopefully) and the temperature has warmed up but unfortunately the
rains have come and our beloved cars sit lonely in their garages.
At least, I had the opportunity to get all three of our cars out for either a club run or for a solitary
drive. It was great!!
I presume you have all heard about the demise of the Comox Branch on December 31st of last year.
Like many of our Branches, the positions of the Comox Branch were being filled by the same
members year after year and these people had become tired. Nobody was stepping forward to fill the
positions. This is a common problem in many volunteer clubs as well as in ours. As a result, the
Branch members decided to suspend activities for at least one year and maybe more.
We will all remember the great times that we had at the Comox-hosted AGMs and at the Filberg
ABFM. My thanks to the past members of the Comox Branch for organizing and hosting these two
great events over the years that they were part of the club.
Upcoming activities include the following events: the South Island Branch’s 9th Annual Restoration
Fair on April 13, Beacon Hill Father’s Day Picnic in Victoria on June 15, Brits around BC commencing
on June 29 and lasting until July 11, and finally, Brits on the Beach July 13. Don’t forget the Van
Dusen ABFM on May 17!
I hope to meet some of you at these events as the only one I can’t attend due to previous
arrangements is the Restoration show in Victoria.
Be sure to look seriously at Brits around BC as this is a great event and gives one the opportunity to meet all the Branches.
It is this period in my yearly activities that I do our annual maintenance (oil and lube, check tires and brakes, lights, etc.) so that the cars are
ready to roll for the OECC and other activities that Pat and I regularly take part in.
Over the next few months, each Branch will be asked to select their candidates for the annual Oxo and Montagu awards to be presented at the
AGM in Victoria. Please take these awards seriously as they recognize a person who has made an outstanding contribution to our club and
our love of British cars in general.
I look forward to meeting you at one of our events over the year!
-Ken Miles, President, OECC
kengmiles@telus.net

At The Wheel:

President Ken Miles

!

Visit the OECC website, click on regalia and check it
out. Thanks to Gerry Parkinson's
hard work, it is a pretty awesome site!
Thanks, too, to Graeme Cook for taking the pictures.
Be sure to enlarge the picture of the item you are
looking at to get a good look as the thumbnail
picture doesn't do it justice.
I have listed the colour choices that I usually have in stock. You will notice that some items
have a “other colours” button e.g: golf shirts. These items have other colour options available.
If you are looking for a different colour.....maybe to match the colour of your car.....email me and
I will see if it is available and will order one for you.
I will try to get all orders out within 2 to 3 weeks. Special orders may take a little longer.
Again, thanks to Gerry, you can now pay using PayPal.
I am also gearing up for the car show season ahead and will have regalia for sale at as many
shows as possible. Each branch will need to provide people to “man the booth” at their Branch's
event. I will get the regalia to the event, but the Branch will be responsible for selling it.
If you have any questions feel free to contact me at:
77rxj6c@telus.net

Club Regalia Now
Available Online!
-Judy Unia

http://www.oecc.ca/catalog_regalia.htm
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-Jim Gislason
Well, it’s now less than 3 months ‘til the
start of this year’s ‘Brits’ and I’m busy
working on the various details and times
etc. I’ve been waiting for B.C. Ferries to
come out with their new reduced
schedules and true to form, it has affected
us some on the Sunshine Coast portion of
the trip. We now
have
23
confirmed cars
and hope to add
a few more by
the deadline for
entries which is
May 16th.
I will be sending
out a detailed
update
to
registered participants soon but will go
over some of the highlights planned so far
in this report.
We will have varying
number of cars on any given day as some
have chose to do portions of the trip and
others all of it. We will start off in Victoria
where I hope that some of our mainland
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entries will meet up with the Victoria group
for a morning drive around Victoria and
then carry on to Nanaimo for a lunch with
the Central Island Branch. Rob Brodie
has volunteered to handle this leg of the
trip and has a nice route planned. I will
hand out the route guides and licence
plates at the lunch as most of the group
will be there.
The first night is in

way, Bob Nelson has arranged for a tour
of the Village Cheese factory in Armstrong
with lunch available on site. Alberta
bound, we will drive the Trans Canada
highway to Canmore on Day Seven. A
couple of Calgary car clubs have
expressed interest in meeting up in
Canmore for the drive down the
Kanninaskis Trail the following day.

Courtenay and we will be on the Powell
River ferry the next morning
headed for the Sunshine
Coast! The plan is for 2 nights
in Gibsons with participation in
the Sechelt Canada Day
parade on the second day.
We’re off to Whistler after that
and what a scenic drive that
will be! I think for those that
want to, they will be able to
arrive in time to take the Peak

Always nice to meet up with other
enthusiasts ! The highlight of the day will
be a picnic lunch and tour of the Bomber
Command Museum in Nanton and we will
be in Fort MacLeod that night. Back to

to Peak Gondola ! Next up is a drive up
the Duffy Lake road and on to Kamloops
where we will have a dinner with the
Thompson Valley Branch. Day Six will
see us heading to Revelstoke but on the

B.C. on Day Nine, staying for two nights in
Kimberley, a dinner with the Kootenay
Branch on the first night and a show &
shine for the locals at our hotel on the
second day. It’ all West after that with
stays in Rossland, Kelowna and finishing
up with our last night in Hope !
Hope to see you all in June and I’m
predicting sunny skies, great company
and hopefully, the best ‘Brits’ ever !!
Jim Gislason, Wagon Master BRBC 2014
h t t p : / / w w w. o e c c . c a / e v e n t s . h t m
jim@island.net
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Think Posidrivly!
-Darrell Price
One of the many items that sets our British
cars apart from
the rest are
those screws
that look like
Philips screws
but are not.
They
are
actually Pozidriv
screws.
Yes,
the spelling is
c o r r e c t .
Pozidriv is a
trademark of the
Philips Screw
Company & The
American Screw
C o m p a n y
(following me so
far?).
The screw is
actually an
improvement
over the basic
Philips design
we are generally
familiar with, as the Posidriv is less likely
to cam out (the screwdriver is less likely to
slip) and so a greater twisting action can
be applied. There is a greater surface
area for the screwdriver to grip and the
driver is self centred in the screw head.
These features mean it also has a greater
resistance to wear.
Pozidriv screws
started appearing on our cars in the late
1950’s to early 60’s as a response to the
increasing use of power tools to assemble
the vehicles.
The Pozidriv screw can be readily
identified by the four additional cuts, each
set at 45 degrees between the main cross
cuts. One of their most common locations
on our cars are the four screws that
secure the top cover of the Stromberg
carburetor. Trim screws and door catch
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screws are also Pozidriv (the door catches
generally use the much larger #4 size).
It is not easy to find Pozidriv screws or
screwdrivers in Canada, though
Stromberg carburetor kits do include
replacement Pozidriv screws.
Screwdrivers can be purchased from
Snap-On, though it can possibly be more

The Pozidriv
screw head

April 2014
as this screw is used extensively in
European cabinet making- you will likely
discover your kitchen cabinet’s adjustable
hinges are held on with Pozidriv screws.
Phillips Screwdrivers will fit in Pozidriv
screws, and our cars have been subjected
to this many times over the years! But on
tight screws the screwdrivers will cam out,
possibly damaging the
screw head and so
ideally a Pozidriv
screwdriver should be
used.
A Pozidriv
screwdriver will not fit
in a Phillips head (well,
at least not properly!).
And if you are after an
extra mark at concours
then you will need
Pozidriv screws, for
example the Jaguar
Club of North America
will be checking your
Series III E-Type front
indicator lenses are
secured with chrome
Pozidriv screws, not
Philips!
As a final piece of
trivia, Ikea, being a
European company,
uses Pozidriv screws
so maybe that was why you were having a
problem assembling that piece of furniture!
!

economical to purchase them from
Europe. The PZ1 and PZ2 from Wera
seem to work very well. Your car may
possibly also require a PZ3 and PZ4.
eBay often has a
good selection of
Pozidriv screwdrivers
Wera PZ1 screwdriver with
and bits but the
Pozidriv top cover screw
prices tend to be on
the high side. Local
from a Stromberg carb
tool stores do not
seem to carry the
screwdrivers (or even
know what you are
talking about!) but
Canadian Tire does
have some hex bit
kits that do contain
Pozidriv bits. Lee
Valley also stocks #2
screwdrivers and bits
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Central Island Branch!
-Cathy Gislason
Greetings everyone!
As the newest
chairperson, and Central Island’s first
female chair, I am delighted to represent
the Central Island Branch for the next
couple of years. This is a large and busy
branch so my work is cut out for me!

Wayne Peddie: Beach Wear!
2013 was such a great year with the
eventful AGM themed, “A Weekend at the
Beach”. It was very well attended with
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so many cars and motorcycles that we are
re-thinking how to fit everyone in this year.
There are heaps of pictures on our website
if you want to see more:
http://www.oecc.ca/cib/photo_gallery.htm
We had plenty of other memorable runs,
including Margie’s “BETI” (Brits Enjoying
the Island) tour where many enjoyed the
raw beauty of the north (and south) ends of
the island.
We had a
r e c o r d
number of
participants
attend the
Empire
BETI
D a y s
Parade in Nanaimo and we received a first
place ribbon for Best Motorized Entry. We
also had an outstanding attendance at
Qualicum Beach’s Seaside Cruizers
Father’s Day Show ‘n Shine, netting us the
coveted Participation award.
We are
hoping for a similar response this year.

Mini-Monte
people dressed in their best beachwear!
We had such a presence in the town with
so many gorgeous cars especially during
the Mini Monte run. An impressive number
of cars attended the popular Brits on the

Malcolm Hargrave

Empire Days
Polar Bear Walk 2014

Al Thompson 1st Place!

Beach, somewhere near 300! There were

Those was just a few of the terrific events
we participated in over the past year.
This year is starting to look like another
great year with more and more events
added to our calendar every week. Our

April 2014
first event of the year was our annual Polar
Bear Walk, which takes place in early
January. Oddly enough, the weather is
always good for this event. This walk is
hosted by Malcolm and Janet Hargrave.
Proceeds from a draw go to the
International Fund for Animal Welfare
(IFAW) and the winner gets to keep the
IFAW Bear until next year. This year the
theme was “Silly Hats” and we were all
encouraged to wear something bought or
homemade, but silly, on our heads. It was
fun as we walked the Buttertubs Bird
Sanctuary Trail receiving interesting looks

Cruizers13
and comments from passersby! The prize
was won by Darla Millard who sported a
gauzy, winter scene on a wide, 20’s style
brim, and the bear will be residing with
Paul Tilroe for the year.
Coming up at the end of June, we have the
Brits ‘Round BC to look forward to. It looks
like we have gained interest from other
clubs who want to connect with us along
the way. I’m looking forward to meeting
with them and traveling with the folks from
other branches that we don’t get to see as
often. It’s shaping up to be a really great
trip…but more on that in another article.
There has been lots of discussion and
activity out there regarding wax, tune-ups,
oil changes (with zinc) and getting our cars
ready for the season. Even I blew some
dust out of my exhaust today. I am really
looking forward to the “top down” season.
See you out there!!
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We also held a photo contest, trying to
guess members from photos taken in
much earlier times- rather challenging as
the years have changed some of us fairly
dramatically! With several new members
present and many familiar faces, the
evening was a great success and we will
look to a similar format in future years.
Since our last report in the December
Though, collectively, it
issue of The Spanner, very few old
has been quiet over
English wheels have turned here in the
the winter of course,in
southern interior. Our cars have mostly
garages across the
Sun Peaks
been sitting still, quietly marking their
region all sorts of
territory in our garages. Winter can
activities have been
seem awfully long when one of your
going on.
For
favourite activities is driving with the top
example, two E-Types
down but as we move in to March, the
had their tappet
snow is rapidly melting and thoughts
guides secured (not a
move to charging batteries and buying
job for the faint
insurance.
hearted as it requires
Our only formal meeting here in
the drilling and
Kamloops, during the winter, was our
tapping of the Jaguar
annual Punctually Challenged Christmas
cylinder head), a TR6
Party, held on February 15th this year
had its gearbox
Tony Bradwell (green TR6), JimWalker, Al Watson, Nora Walker (blue
(hence punctually challenged!). And
rebuilt, a Mini had its
TR6)
what a great evening it was, generously
engine swapped and
hosted by Pat & Fred Kaatz at their
a Stag got a new
beautiful heritage home in downtown
clutch.
This year we brought in the “Getting it
Kamloops. The Club provided a beef on a
We now look forward to the 2014 driving
Done Award” to those members who have
bun supper with members bringing along
events. Our first such event will be a
made a significant hands-on effort in
side dishes and refreshments.
Spring Tune-up where a couple of our
returning a British car to the road or other
We combine the Christmas party with our
more mechanically blessed members will
actions furthering the British classic car
AGM. Actually, it is a bit of a racket really
be assisting in improving our vehicles for
hobby. Three plaques were handed out
as we trick members with the lure of a
the coming season. Al Watson (one of the
this year; to Jim Walker for his 1965
party and food and then
mechanically blessed) will also be putting
spring an AGM on them.
on an introductory welding course for
It certainly boosts the
members who find the whole joining of
AGM vote! Anyway, after
metal thing a bit of a mystery. Easter
much socializing and
Sunday will be the annual Easter Parade
catching up, we had the
through Kamloops. The event is put on by
AGM, keeping it brief but
the Vintage Car Club of Canada, with
addressing all the
which we have a close relationship. The
required ground.
parade is very popular with some one
Stephen Way, our Chair,
hundred cars driving a 15km route through
gave a report covering
town and ending up at Riverside Park for
comings and goings in
a show. The parade brings out many
2013 followed by Darrell
Tony Bradwell & Dick Taylor discuss Len Drake’s
Kamloopsians to wave at a very varied
Price covering the
collection of older vehicles. After Easter
Swallow Doretti at Len’s garage in Kelowna
Membership and
we will be right in to driving season and
Treasurer’s report. 2013
have already began to plan to be part of
ended with 34
as many British car events as we can.
Jaguar E-Type OTS, to Al Watson for his
memberships, including a good number of
The summer report will bring to you a little
1973 Mini and to Ken Finnigan for his
new members, which bodes well for our
taste of those events, until then; melt
1958 MGA Coupe. The meeting was then
club. We held our nominations for the
adjourned and dining commenced.
snow, melt!!

High Country Branch
-Darrell Price

Executive where Stephen Way was
returned as Chairperson and Darrell Price
put on two hats, Membership & Treasurer.
Tony Bradwell will take care of Events and
temporarily cover as Secretary, and the
skills of Al Watson will return to our
website. We then encouraged others to
step forward to join the Executive.
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Kootenay Branch
-Cliff Blakey

February Meeting
Hi, everyone- the snow is melting and we
are all getting ready for the summer
season of cruising and other such related
events.
In January, our Branch received a
donation of MGB parts to help out on any
of the branch members’ MG restoration
projects.
With that thought in mind, Gerard has

Before

After!

started our year with his newly restored
1953 MG TD ready for the road. The
second of his British car restoration
accomplishments, rumour has it there will
be a third on its way. There is no moss
growing under Gerard’s feet! This might
be incentive for the rest of us to keep
working on our own projects until they are
finished.
We had a tech talk in February. Our
speaker was the owner of one of our ICBC
insurance agencies and the topic was
collector car insurance and plates and the
procedures and requirements to apply for
them.
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The Branch is organizing another tech talk
some of our cars in participating and also
on April 26- this time in Creston, on
on the same day, a car show on the south
cylinder head repair and
end of Moyie
restoration at a fellow car
lake which is
enthusiast’s machine shop.
just south of
It will be aimed at inviting
Cranbrook.
other British car
I think we
enthusiasts from the east
have enough
and west Kootenay
in June to
regions.
keep us busy
Newest small car of newest small
Our May Branch meeting
for most of the
members: Lyn & Wayne Fletcher
will also be in Creston.
time!
Along with the Creston
We start off in
Car Show one week later,
July with a
which will display some of our
local car getBranch cars, these activities will again
together in Cranbrook on the 6th, then on
the 7th and 8th, Brits around BC
will be coming through
Cranbrook. There will be a
private BBQ for OECC
members and prospects at
the Waylyn Ranch golf
course, just south of
Kimberley (which is on the
way to the BRBC stop over
point for the 7th) and local
car show at Trickle Creek
Hotel in Kimberley on the
8th.
July 27 is the date for our
local general car show in
which some of the Branch will be
participating.
give our Branch an opportunity to reach
In August, at present, we have only one
out to other British car enthusiasts,
event which is the Lordco Car Show. This
especially those in the west Kootenays.
show had a good turnout last year and this
June 6-8 is the annual Brits Best Car
year should be even better.
Show in Radium put on by the Calgary
September hosts a swap meet in Creston
MG Club, which will be another
on the 13th, in which the Branch will be
opportunity for Kootenay Branch
participating and a car show and camp-out
promotion.
also in Creston.
June 14 is the day for a display of British
We are working on a schedule for cruises
cars in the local Tamarack Mall in
but nothing has been solidified as yet, but
Cranbrook. The following week on the
plans are for enough to keep the gas
21st is our local Sam Steele parade with
tanks full of fresh petrol all summer.!
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South Island Branch
-John Beresford
Airport Tour
Sunday, January 26
Our Event Coordinators, Robin and Sue
Patterson, have come up with several
unique Sunday outings since they joined
the OECC Executive and the January
event was one of their best. The limited
spaces were soon all taken up and all who
attended found the Airport Tour to be very
interesting indeed.
The afternoon began at the Victoria
Flying Club, where president Don Dedenny
welcomed us to the Club’s premises. Don
provided a short history of the club, from its

start in February 1928 as the Victoria Aero
Club, with facilities at the Victoria
Aerodrome (now the site of Lansdowne
Middle School). With the end of WW2, the
club relocated to a hanger vacated by the
Royal Air Force, at what is now Victoria
International Airport. The club offered
training and rentals of aircraft to its
members, beginning with De Havilland
Tiger Moths and Fleet Canucks.
Today the club, with about 600
members, continues offering the same
services, but with a greatly enlarged fleet of
late model Cessna aircraft. The club owns
a flight simulator and members have
access to a library, pilot’s lounge and
various meeting rooms.
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Don took our group through the club
hangar, where some members store their
own planes and where the Club’s aircraft
are stored when not in use. Then it was out
to see examples of the fleet, including older
models up for sale. Some OECC members
seemed rather
interested in adding
a winged craft
to their
ground-based
vehicle
collections.
T h e
Flying Club
tour ended
with a look
at the flight simulator.
One OECC member actually took the
controls, taking off in a rather unorthodox
manner, declining to use the runway, but
rather proceeding across country. No one
waited to see how the landing went.
We then assembled in one of the
meeting rooms to meet Darlene George,
manager of Nav Canada’s Victoria
operations. Darlene presented a slide
show describing the organization and its
Victoria operations. Nav Canada is
Canada’s Air Navigation Service Provider.
The organization is not government funded;
revenues come from aviation customers

including commercial operators and private
pilots. (You may notice a Nav Canada
expense on your airline bill).
Darlene explained that the Victoria
airport is the third busiest, in terms of

April 2014
aircraft movements, in BC, after Vancouver
and Boundary Bay. Some 140,000
movements occur at Victoria in a year, and
the airport is unique in having a high
percentage of private take-offs and
landings included with commercial
movements.
Perhaps the highlight of the afternoon
was the opportunity for small groups to
spend some time in the Control Tower
itself. Due to the fog that had rolled into the
airport, private aircraft activity was very
limited. So the controllers (four were then
on duty, whereas six is the normal
complement on a regular day) seemed
quite relaxed during our visit. Darlene

assured us that when the weather is good
and lots of private pilots are out enjoying it,
a much higher level of activity is to be seen.
Controllers work in 45 minute blocks and
then take time off in the lounge one floor
down. Stress is indeed a big part of the job.
All too soon it was time to depart
the tower. Before doing so Don
and Darlene were both presented
with OECC coffee mugs in
appreciation of them spending
their Sunday afternoon time with
us.
The afternoon concluded at the
Waddling Dog where the group
enjoyed some good food and drink,
and Susan Chapple thanked Sue and
Robin for arranging yet another informative
and enjoyable afternoon activity for the
club. (continued on P. 10)
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S.I.B. continued
Fire Station Tour
Sunday, February 23
Neither rain nor sleet nor snow
deterred a large group of members
from gathering at the Salvation
Army Citadel in preparation for the
March Sunday outing, a visit to
Victoria Fire Station Number 1.
Weather conditions meant only a
small number of English cars were
out, and we must salute one in
particular. In true Land Rover spirit,
the Frasers were in their trusty
Series 1, devoid of both heater and
side curtains. They were dressed for
the occasion, though!
The group soon left for the destination at
1234 Yates Street. Once there, we were
welcomed by Ted Alexis, of the Victoria
Fire Department Historical Society. Ted
provided a brief overview of the tour and
then the group was split in two, with Ted
leading one half and Bob Marshall taking
the other around the facility.
The Historical Society is permitted to
keep some of their collection of vintage
fire engines at Station Number 1,
including a ‘25 LaFrance, ‘35
Studebaker, a ‘52 Kenworth and a ‘62
LaFrance. These trucks are fully
restored (the Kenworth is undergoing
more work) and are used in events

throughout the city and even further
afield. Ted described them as
“challenging” to drive, with nonsynchronized transmissions, heavy
steering and in the case of the older
ones, not much in the way of brakes; a
far cry from modern fire
department equipment.
Speaking of that, we were
shown the current firefighting equipment
including the million dollar
ladder truck. While the
truck is built in North
America, it is then shipped
to Germany for installation
of the ladder and then
returned. Technicians from
Germany are called over
when necessary to service
the ladder unit, which
came with a 10 year guarantee.
Firemen (and they are all men in
Victoria) no longer slide down a brass
pole on their way to the trucks. Too many
injuries resulted, so the stairs are now
used, though a pole was left in position
for historical interest.
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We were shown the workshop
area, where one mechanic is
responsible for maintaining the
vehicles. Of great interest to the
gearheads in the group, a Detroit
Diesel engine was disassembled
for overhaul. The crankshaft
appeared somewhat larger than
what is usually found in an old
English car engine.
The exercise room contained all
the latest equipment; firemen are
required to maintain a specific
level of fitness. Finally, the map
area displayed a large scale map
of the area served by the
department, complete with
indications of where fire hydrants
are located.
Ted and Bob concluded the tour with
some memories of their years of service;
lives and property saved, but sadness at
some of what they had witnessed. Susan
Chapple responded with our thanks for a

very informative tour and the
presentation of an OECC coffee mug.
Some then headed for home under
threatening skies, while others made
their way to Spinnakers Brew Pub,
where good food and drink awaited.
(continued on P. 11)
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S.I.B. continued
March Meeting- Mascots
Hood ornaments, or as they are more
commonly known in English car circles,
mascots, were the advertised attraction for
the March club outing. But as we shall see,
the residence in which they are contained
was as impressive as the collection.
Our Event Coordinators, Robin and Sue
Patterson, acting on a suggestion from
Graham How, organized a visit to the home
of James and Sheila Colwill. James’
remarkable collection of mascots was the
main attraction, but on arrival at their home,
Sheila kindly offered to show us their
restored 1913 Maclure house.
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elements suggestive of recent aeronautical
advancements.
James’ collection includes many
mascots that were supplied on everyday
and upscale
cars and
trucks. The
Pierce Arrow
and Rolls
R o y c e
collections
a
r
e
particularly

Most members began with the mascots,

descending to the basement, where a large
part (but not all) of the collection is on
display. James has some 800
mascots, from the virtual
beginning of motoring–his oldest
dates from 1904–to the 1950’s.
James related that the design of
mascots, particularly accessory
items, was influenced by world
events, including such occurrences
as the discovery of King Tut’s tomb
and Charles Lindbergh’s crossing of
the Atlantic. Such things influenced
manufacturers to produce mascots
incorporating Egyptian themes or winged

impressive. But it
was the accessory
mascots, purchased
by owners to
personalize their
cars, that seemed to
attract the most
attention. Nearly every subject imaginable
was represented, including birds, dogs,
human
figures, cartoon characters
and, not to be forgotten,
actual water temperature
gauges. James patiently
explained the origin and
significance of those
that stood out for club
members.
While this was going
on, some had
ventured upstairs, where Sheila was
conducting room by room tours of the rest
of their home. The house was built in
1913-14. By the late 1960’s it had been
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covered in stucco and much of the interior
“modernized”. The Colwill’s purchased the
property in 1977 and soon embarked on a
full restoration. They received The Hallmark
Society’s Award of Merit in 1989 for their
work. James designed the separate
garage, to be in keeping with the design of
the house. It contains a wood shop and
also an early ‘60’s Corvette.
Sheila described the trials and
tribulations of returning the home to its
original state, including the search for
authentic lighting fixtures. All of the
woodwork was stripped of paint and
refinished as it would have appeared when
the house was new. The furniture and even
the pictures on the walls are in keeping with
the period. While the kitchen does boast of
all the modern conveniences, they are not
obvious and that room too reflects
the character of the 1920’s.
The visit concluded with the
customary presentation of an
OECC coffee mug to James and
our thanks to both of the Colwills
for a fascinating look at both
home and automobilia of bygone
years.
The afternoon was not over yet, as
nearly all the participants of the tour
adjourned to Maude Hunters Pub.
Considering the numbers, the staff
responded extremely well and very soon
everyone was supplied with food and liquid
refreshments.
More on James Colwill’s collection can be
found at:
h t t p s : / / w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m / w a t c h ?
v=kWjCpHzy7Ns
James has also written three books about
the collection. They are available directly
from James; contact him at
colwill@telus.net
(continued P.12)
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S.I.B. continued
Restoration Fair
Sunday, April 13th
The ninth edition of the Restoration Fair
and Sway Meet built upon the success
of the previous events, with the largest
ever turnout of English vehicles and
record setting numbers of visitors. As
one person remarked, we have become
a victim of our own success, with the
public parking area filling up within 20
minutes of the gates being open!
A great variety of cars, bikes and
commercial vehicles were on display in
the central village area. Cars for sale,
some 20 in number, were to be found in
the usual location. Twenty-five percent
found new homes, with other sales
possibly pending.
Support from
automotiver e l a t e d
businesses was
strong and swap
meet vendors
were busy all
day long.
As is the case
with South
Island events,
club members
turned out to
help in many
ways. But the
three main
organizers, Roy
Pullan, Derrick
Sparks and
Peter Carney had been working for many
weeks behind the scenes and their efforts
were rewarded with a very smooth
running event. Mention must also be
made of Wayne Watkins, who began
publicizing the Fair well in advance and
managed to catch the attention of the local
press, as well as alerting relevant clubs
from the Island and Lower Mainland.
Hopefully the success in 2014 will
energize South Island Branch members to
do it all again in 2015!! 🇬
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Vancouver Coast
Branch!
-Les Foster, Alan
Miles, John
Chapman, Malcolm
Tait, et al
The OECC Vancouver Coast Branch had
a shiny start to the New Year- literally!
The Branch’s January 2014 meeting took
place at Jellybean Autocrafters in Surrey.
Jellybean, Kurt and Ewald Penner’s
highly-skilled restoration firm which we

Holy Shine! Lorna tries the polisher
have visited on previous occasions, was
not the focus of our evening this time,
however. The twenty-seven members and
guests were at their Surrey shop to learn
the art and the science behind cleaning,
protecting, preserving and restoring a
vehicle’s finish from Glen and Susan
Yates, owners of S&S Distributors, agents
for Adam’s Premium Car Care Products.
Glen, who has degrees in printing
technology and spent many years in that
industry and Susan, who is a former
nurse, might seem an unlikely couple to
be in the car detailing business. Glen
actually got bitten by the car care bug
when he was on a business trip to
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California and saw a friend’s vehicle being
transformed from a sorry mass of swirl
marks to a show-class finish by a detailer
using the Adams products. The results

Glen & Susa

S
n Yates of S&
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was happy to address. Susan was busy all
evening fielding questions, too, and selling
Adams products to our members. Thanks
to S&S for a great evening and one really
shiny car!
February saw us out to Douglas College in
New Westminster on a cold evening to
hear Steve Hutchens tell us about his hot
summer ride last year. Steve treated us to
a very interesting presentation of slides
and talk on RAGBRIA (Registers Annual
Great Bicycle ride Across Iowa). This was
his 9th RAGBRAI since his first one in
1982 (the very first event dates back to
1973).
RAGBRIA has grown to be so popular that
its entries must be limited to 10,000 on
any one of its six days! Passing through
small towns of often less than 1,000
residents, the ride is a huge event in
these small Iowa centers. The hospitality
is legendary, and so is the food!
All manner of bikes (and bikers) take part.
The ride runs West to East to keep the
prevailing wind at the riders’ backs as
much as possible. It’s easy- just dip your
back wheel in the Missouri River, ride 470

were so impressive and the transformation
so complete that Glen decided to enter the
field himself. The rest, as
they say, is history and Glen
and Susan now have their
own thriving business
detailing vehicles and selling
the complete line of Adams
Products.
Our guinea
pig for the
night was
supposed
to be Bill
Grant’s
Morris
M i n o r
which,
given it’s
more than
half century old
paintwork, would have
been a great candidate
but in his absence, John
and Lorna Hoare offered
Steve & his custom Bike Friday at RAGBRIA
their dark blue TR8.
Except for the set of
handprints on the boot lid left when it had
miles across the no-so-flat plains in all
to be pushed into the shop (welcome to
weathers and dip the front wheel into
the world of British cars, Glen) it sported a
Mississippi almost a week later. Nothing
seemingly shiny finish. This fact actually
to it....yeah.
made the demo even more interesting.
Steve did look up from the white line often
Glen proved to us that there is shiny and
enough to spot a derelict MGB, a pristine
then there is SHINY!
Nash Metropolitan and a nice Bentley way
It was a very interesting evening. Our
out there.
Well done Steve!
members had lots of questions which Glen
(continued P.14)
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V.C.B. continued
A number of VCB members joined the
Morgan types of MOGNW for the annual
Hearts & Tarts Run on the 17th.
Gathering at Robert Maynard’s RWM &
Co., an immaculately clean, new
restoration shop at Boundary Bay Airport.
Members toured the spotless facility

RWM shop

seeing Ric MacDonald’s Morgan
restoration in progress as well as other
neat cars. After an hour or so it was time
to press on towards the valley via the new
South Fraser Perimeter Highway to the
ultimate destination, Big Ridge Brewing
Company in Surrey for lunch. Afterwards
the weather held just long enough for
most people to make it home before
unleashing quite a storm!
March took us to Douglas College in New
W e s t m i n s t e r, a g a i n , f o r
presentation on carburetors by
Darcy Brown of the Port
Coquitlam firm, Canadian
Carburetors.
Darcy brought
some sample units with him and
explained the fine points of
correct rebuilding and
adjustment. SU carbs were one
of the hot topics, of course, and
we all learned a lot from Darcy
and from his interaction with our
knowledgable members. Our
members even took home prizes
of movie passes or collector car
valuation guides. Well worth
coming out for!
The Vancouver Coast Branch
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meeting for April was hosted
proper techniques for successful
by Octagon Motors on
head gasket replacement.
Best
Venables St. in Vancouver.
practises and recommended gasket
Always a great place to visit,
types were illustrated.
this trip was no exception.
There was a rare and beautiful little
We toured the shop, presided
Berkeley sports car in the show
over by Sean, the Service
room and a few vintage motorcycles
Manager and his Dachshund,
that attracted not a little interest from
and saw a very wide
the ton-up boys.
spectrum of British cars
being servicedeverything from
J o h n
Macdonald’s
little red A-40
Devon to ETy p e J a g s !
The parts men
It was a
dispensed a Goodbye, Parts Dept.
Full Patch Members
g r e a t
items to a few
evening
members in
made even more
need, possibly for the last time.
so for those of us who gathered prior to
Yes, the owners have decided that
the meeting for pizza up on The Drive.
they can longer bear the losses
being taken on providing a
full service parts department.
Cam explained that competition from
the internet, cheap offshore parts and
a declining cliental are cited as
reasons.
Octagon will still retain
adequate
parts to cover there
s e r v i c i n g
requirements, of
course, and will
be able to source
more obscure
i t e m s
Sid shows us how!
quickly if
needed.
Still, it
Our Branch looks forward to a great year.
marks an end
We have lots of very exciting meeting
of an era for
venues planned, and a few special runs
the respected
and tours in the works, too. Just around
firm.
It’s a
the corner are the Vandusen ABFM and
brave new
the OECC Brits Round B.C.- its going to
world!
be a great summer!
Returning us to
The Branch continues to grow and we are
the more
very pleased to welcome Christine Green
comfortable
(Hoy), Sage Rich, Don and Julia Voegle
environs of old
(of Bellingham), Don and Velma
e
n
g
i
n
e
s
,
MacAlister and Robert McMillan and
Darcy Brown of
mechanic Sid,
Donna Burke, all new VCB members in
Canadian Carbs
took
us
the last few months. Safe motoring!!
through the
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Tipsy Targa
-Dave Pledger
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access fuses, roll cage, race seats and fire
suppression, the car was a good
contender to do well in any event.
I tested the car extensively before leaving
the U.S. (where it had been exported). My
first day on the track quickly revealed
leaking rear axle seals – which had likely
dried out as a result of sitting idle for
almost 2 years. Those following me on
the track also discovered the leaking
seals, or more accurately, the differential
fluid that had poured onto the track!
Apparently the stuff is quite slippery.

April 2014
those issues sorted, I acquired a Quaife
sequential gear box. The beauty of the
sequential box is that one can make ultrafast gear changes. Use of the clutch is not
required and the gearboxes are incredibly
strong. The biggest advantage however,
is that when changing gears at red limit
revs on bumpy and twisty roads, there is
no chance of a mis-shift into a much lower
gear with a resultant over-rev of the
engine, potentially blowing it up. It does
happen, and there is nothing more
frustrating than getting thousands of shifts
right, and then having your entire rally
ending with cataclysmic engine failure
because of a single bad shift.
The disadvantage of the sequential was
that it required mating a Japanese
engine, installed 15 degrees off vertical,
to a custom gear box and fitting it all into
an English car.
Numerous other
modifications were necessary including:
a hydraulic push style clutch, upgraded
double clutch plates and heavy duty
bearings. And, it had only been done
once before so it was technically
challenging! Fortunately the guys at
SinCity BMW were all stars. I think
Chris dreaded my calls for a while but,
at the end of the day, the result was
stupendous. I was rewarded with a
tough-as-nails reliable and fast 6 speed
shifter and any worries about blowing up
the engine because of one bad shift were
allayed.
(continued on P.16)

While there are numerous off road rallies
held across the globe, there are only three
held on open roads. One of these, Targa
Newfoundland, is held in Canada’s
easternmost province of Newfoundland.
Last year saw the 13th annual Targa
Newfoundland.
It was my 4th time to
participate. My first two
Targas were with my
Driver: Dave Pledger
Navigator Robin Willet
1959 mini, but the lack of
any meaningful
suspension and 1100
miles of racing over rough
roads, made return a
daunting proposition.
Navigating in my 3 rd
Targa, with my friend,
Chris, in a 3 Series BMW,
was eye opening. Going
from 2 ½ inches of
suspension travel to more
like 5 made the event less
of a torture test.
Having a reliable vehicle
also meant that we
weren’t racing all day and
Oops! Fortunately there were no crashes.
repairing the vehicle all night. Actually, we
I used the car as a daily driver in Las
had zero mechanical problems. It was all
Vegas which revealed a tendency to
a huge improvement and it inspired me to
overheat–
search for a vehicle of my own that had
corrected when I
classic styling with modern day reliability
reversed the
and handling.
leads on the fan
Ultimately, I found an English Ford Escort
in order to get it to
with upgraded suspension and brakes and
run in the correct
a transplanted Honda S2000 engine.
direction!!! The
Built by Jim Hewlitt from the UK, the car
fan on the old
was created in a shop staffed by world
minis is a ‘pusher’
class rally mechanics who were only too
fan so I had
happy to contribute their experience. The
figured that was
result was a vehicle built to exceptionally
‘normal’. This, of
high standards that was tough and
course, from the
capable. The car boasts huge brakes and
same country that
9 inches of heavy duty suspension. The
brought you
Honda S2000 engine is a high revving,
positive ground
Robin to Dave: “90 degree turn right- fast!”
near bombproof, power plant. Coupled
and Lucas
with fully rally preparation including a
electronics. With
seam welded body, reinforced frame,easy
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followed by an immediate hard left on
gravel”. The goal is to finish each race
stage within a certain amount of time.
Communication between the driver and
the navigator is key.
The ultimate
Targa Newfoundland is held over six days
achievement is for the navigator to call the
and involves about 1100 miles of
turn and for the driver to initiate the turn
racing. Competitors hail from across the
without actually being able to visualize the
world. There is a wide variety of vehicles
road ahead. It requires tremendous trust
represented, from vintage Minis to an old
and, over 6
arduous days
w i t h
thousands of
t u r n s ,
tremendous
focus.
The event
started with a
practice day
on Belle
I s l a n d .
Located a
short ferry
ride from St
Johns, the
capital of
Ford Escort…before

Tipsy Targa continued

Camaro, to state of the art all-wheel drive
decked-out Subarus. Competitors vary
widely in experience as well. Some are
official rally team members, some doing
their first rally ever.
The roads in
Newfoundland are ‘paved’ but freeze-thaw
and minimal maintenance result in very
rough tarmac with bare patches. Roads
follow the coastline and are often narrow
and winding with significant exposure.
Having an ‘off’ may very well result in
significant damage to your vehicle. Some
exposures are much more ‘interesting’ and
may involve a trip to the hospital or
worse. Fortunately the Targa organizers
have identified these with great care. You
can still get into trouble but at least it’ll be
your own fault.
The race route is provided in what is
known as a ‘tulip’ diagram. Tulip diagrams
provide competitors with a distance to an
instruction and details on that section of
road. For example, an instruction may
read “500 meters to a 90 degree left turn

Newfoundland, the island was
the site of the world’s largest
iron ore mines in the mid
1900’s. The bulk of Allied
wartime steel production was
supplied by the mines on this
beautiful island. It’s easy to
imagine the ferry passing
over the tankers sunk by UBoats in these waters. The
mines were gradually
exhausted and the island is
now primarily a summer
retreat for locals.
A mock race course was set
up on the island and I ran it
about 10 times one way and
then 9 times the other. On
the 10th and final run of the
day I approached a 49 mph
corner at 50 mph. Things got
squirrely fast and I was left
with an option of going into a
ditch that I was unable to see

into because of the high grass, or sliding
up the guide wire of a telephone pole. I
chose the latter, and the car slid up the
wire and then slowly rolled over on its
side. Fortunately the falling transformer
didn’t hit the car and there was no major
damage. We rolled the car back on its
wheels and somewhat sheepishly, I
headed back to St Johns. My crew was
relentless in the teasing but I believe, in
reality, they were excited that they had
something to do. Helped by two complete
strangers (this incredible friendliness
happens a lot in Newfoundland) we spent
several hours of straightening metal. At
the end of a few hours the car was as right
as rain.
The actual rally began the following day.
We embarked on tech inspection,
registration, checking alignment and tires,
zeroing the trip computer, hooking up the
intercoms and practicing communication,
planning the route, working out logistics of
where the crew will meet you. There is
always a lot to do.
(continued on P. 17)!

Ford Escort…after. The shiny side is NOT up!
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Typsy Targa continued
The rally begins in St Johns itself. There
are up to 10 rally stages a day. Rally
stages can be as short as 1 mile or as
long as 25. Between each rally stage is a
transit stage where all rules of the road
must be followed. If you, or your crew, are
caught speeding there are significant
penalties.
The rally stages are held on public roads.
There are a lot of public relations that go
on before Targa can be held in a
community. There is some inconvenience
for the communities, i.e. the roads in the
town will be closed for 4 hours or so. The
upside is that the event is fun to watch
and, of course, is an economic
boon. With up to 100 competitor vehicles,
as well as the service crews, there is the
purchase of food,
gas, utilization of
garage services,
acquisition of
parts, and
accommodation.
It all adds up and
at the end of the
day Targa likely
brings in excess
of 6 million
dollars to the
province.
The
benefit for the
competitors is
that they get a
unique world
class rally
experience, and
it is held in one of
the most scenic
places on
earth.
Additionally, Newfoundlanders’
reputation for hospitality is well deserved.
You will never meet a kinder more
generous group of people!
This year, there were a few older vehicles
present, and more modern vehicles
prevailed. The first day of competition
saw heavy rain and resultant carnage.
Several cars were ‘off’ including a brand
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new BMW that will be heading to the
scrap heap. The rally continued across
the province, with cars dropping out
secondary to ‘offs’ or mechanical
failure. The leader car, in their first Targa,
blew up their engine on the second
day. True to Targa spirit, they dug their
old rally car out of storage and finished
the event in that.
My navigator, Robin Willet, and I were
improving daily. It takes a while to get
used to someone’s communication style
and Robin was brand new at navigating.
Additionally, I was still getting used to the
way the car handled when driven in
anger. We had one mechanical issue on
Day 2, which was simply a loose air filter,
and a suspension component came loose
on Day 3. Rallying requires one to check
every nut and bolt at the end of each day.
It’s tough to do when you are tired after a
day of intense concentration and the

The following day saw beautiful weather
and a long high speed run out to ‘Boat
Harbour.
We blew past several
competitors on the way. Not bad, seeing
that there was a 60 second delay between
each competitor. On the shortest stage of
the event that day, however, we executed
a hard off-camber right and there was a
deep rumbling vibration in the car. We
coasted over the finish line. Looking
back, I could see a long line of vital fluid
along the road. Crawling under the car
revealed a sad story. There was a quarter
sized hole in the differential. One of the
ring gear bolts had backed off and the
head of that bolt came out right though the
casing. Other pieces went through the
planetary gears. It was a right mess and
there could be no salvaging it.
We
scoured salvage yards for a suitable
replacement without luck. We also tried to
buy an entire axle assembly from our
fellow Escort competitors, but
the axle wouldn’t fit.
Undaunted, we went on to rent
a vehicle from a nearby rental
agency.
Stock brakes on
rentals aren’t really up to snuff
for rallying but we had a good
time on the last day
nonetheless.
If you get the chance to
compete in this event you
should grab the opportunity.
There are several levels of
competition. Car preparation
is variable. Roll cages are not
required for the grand touring
class (though I don’t
recommend doing the event
without one). The open class
Targa Newfoundland- a beautiful drive!
is all out race prep including
cage, seat, race belts, fire
suppression and race suits.!
stress of competition. I let my guard down
and had not insisted on taking apart the
suspension after the incident on Belle
Apparently being an Emergency Room
Island. As a result, the control arm came
Doctor at busy Vancouver General
loose and we lost 2 stages while
Hospital is not quite exciting enough for
improvising a roadside repair. It took
some of the pressure off, though. We
VCB member, Dave Pledger! Tending to
could now concentrate just on driving
trauma or rolling a rally car is all in a
each stage.
day’s work for Dave. -The Editor
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The Legend of Anthony
Parker-Jervis and His
Hot Rod Austin
-Steve Diggins
Anthony Parker-Jervis was a very
interesting man.
He was a brilliant
mathematician, a talent which he put to
good use in more than one way. He also
had his slightly eccentric aspects and his
modified 1951 Austin A40 Sports which he
used to drive at very high speeds is now
part of local legend.
His math skills came to the front when, at
the age of twenty, the Second World War
broke out and Parker-Jervis joined the
Royal Canadian Artillery. He saw action in
Sicily and Normandy, rising to Staff Officer
rank. During the action, he developed an
artillery ranging instrument, using his
mathematical skills, which was employed
to accurately determine the settings for
shelling of targets. The Canadian guns
became very precise in dealing with the
enemy!
In the mid-fifties he started a math
teaching job at St. George’s School. At
that time, the school was not known for a
high level of academics. The boys who
ended up going there often had problems
discipline. Parker-Jervis brought that level
of academic achievement to a higher
standard and his teaching style helped to
give the boys some of the discipline they
were missing. No doubt, his military
training had something to do with this and
his style probably would not be accepted
today. He was known to smack the
student with the wrong answer in the head
with the chalk brush and that lad would
wear a yellow dust mark in his hair for the
rest of the day!
As much as Parker-Jervis was becoming
a legend in the classroom, he was
becoming one on the road, too, with his
hot rod Austin. This car was the now-rare
A40 Sports model with the aluminium
body by Jensen. It had a smooth, allenveloping, body which was quite
advanced for the day. However, it came
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with a 1200 c.c. four cylinder engine so it
was no road burner.
Parker-Jervis decided to upgrade the
performance of the car and he did it in a
big way! For the engine, he shoe-horned
in a Corvette V-8 to give maximum
horsepower.
He also modified the
drivetrain and brakes. You will notice,
from the photograph, the car has non-

stock wire wheels. These came from a
Healey and it was most likely done not to
have the wire wheels but to get the disc
brakes on the front and the much beefier
rear axle with its better differential ratio for
higher speeds. You can see that the car
sits lower than stock by a couple of inches
which is important for high speed stability.
It also looks a little beaten up which was
just fine as camouflage for the ultimate
sleeper! The Corvette
engine was, at some
point, replaced with
another ‘vette engine, a
turbocharged LT1.
The Austin was built for
speed and that is just
the way Parker-Jervis
liked to drive. There
are a number of stories
relating to his high speed exploits and
near misses with the police. One of these
episodes was when he flew past a large
truck and an unseen police car. He was
pulled over and told that he was going to
get a ticket for doing at least one hundred
and fifty miles per hour! He looked at the
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cop and asked, “one hundred and fifty in
this thing?”. He was let off with a stern
warning.
Another incident was related by a former
student of Parker-Jervis when he was
picked up while hitch-hiking north of Hope.
The drive from there back to North
Vancouver should, normally, take two and
a half hours. They did it in 65 minutes- an
experience the student
never forgot!
Parker-Jervis, known as
“Tony” to his friends,
liked to get out on the
highway and open it up.
One time, when he was
flying along, he was
noticed by the police,
who gave chase. The
police cruiser couldn’t
catch him so radioed
ahead to have a road
block set up. Seeing
the roadblock ahead,
he pulled out the choke
and coasted to a halt.
The car sputtered and
died in front of the police officer. He was
asked if anyone had passed him at high
speed. He replied,”no” and was sent on
his way. Coolness and camouflage!
The potent little Austin was also known for
blowing off new muscle cars at traffic
lights. When you consider that this was a
light weight convertible, just a touch over
two thousand pounds, stock and powered
by a high performance V-8, it isn’t
surprising. The car was acting more like
an AC Cobra than a
humble little Austin!
Anthony Parker Jervis
was a remarkable man
who’s legacy will live on
through his children and
the students who
benefited from his
teaching and discipline.
His success in the
classroom is legendary and his hot rod
Austin exploits are part of local folklore.
He passed away at the age of eighty-five
in 2008. Many people are thankful for all
the good things he did. A salute to you,
Anthony Parker-Jervis! !
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